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The following Affidavit is submitted to the Court to document the probable cause in support ofa request for the

| issuance of an Arrest Warrant for Carlos Alberto Trejo, DOB: 06/09/1986, AGE: 36, SSN:

| This offense is fully documented in Colorado Springs Police Department Report 22-46529 detailing the offensc(s)
| &
| $18-3-103(1)(A), MURDER IN THE SECOND DEGREE, CLASS TWO FELONY (¥2)

| With the victim(s) identified as:

| RODARTE, MARTIN FEDERICO, DOB: 07/25/1985, AGE: 37, GENDER: MALE RACE: WHITE

| Your Affiant, Detective A. Colborn/5133,2 sworn Police Officerfo the Colorado Springs Police Department
(CSPD), so employed for over eight (8) years, and now currently assigned to the Homicide/Assault Unit, state

| under oath that1 have personal knowledge of the following facts which are fully documented in CSP case report

#22-46529. Unless otherwise noted, all addresses in this affidavit are within the City of Colorado Springs, County

of El Paso, State of Colorado:

On Sunday December 18, 2022, at 01:23 hours, Lt. R. Pantle/166 was working the duty desk at the CSPD Falcon

| substation (7850 Goddard Street) when he aired via police radio that a male was attempting to break into the

Secured back doorofthe substation. L. Pantie requested backup officers to his location and contacted and
| detained the male in handcuffs without incident.

The male, later identified as Carlos Alberto Trejo DOB: 06/09/1986, was detained pending investigation into how

he entered he secure back parking ot ofthe Falcon substation and the damage he caused tothe glass window at
the station. While Mr. Trejo was detained, Corporal A. Grimes/5147 asked Mr. Trejo “what are you doing?” Mr.

Trejo responded “just woke up and shot my friend in the chest.” Corporal Grimes asked Mr. Trejo where this
Happened, and Mr. Trejo provided the address of 1330 Kelly Johnson Boulevard #307 (the Grand River by
Cortland apartment complex). Corporal Grimes asked Mr Trejo where the gun was, and Mr. Trejo said “I shot
im with an arfow.” Mir Trejo identified the person he shot as “Marti.

1 Your Affiant would note that Corporal Grimes told Your Affiant he had dealt with Mr. Trejo on 12/16/2022, and

| Mr. Treo admittedto using acid and cocaine at that time, and Corporal Grimes believed Mir. Trejo was
hallucinating and emotionally distraught during his contact with Mr. Trejo on 12/16/2022. Corporal Grimes told

Your Affiant that he did not believe Mr. Trejo had actually shot anyone with an arrow this morning, and believed

Mr. Trejo was still hallucinating and/or under the influence of narcotics.

Officers requested additions! offices respond to the address provided by Mr. Trejo to check hewelfare of
‘anyone inside. Officer M. Womack/6835 and Officer T. Wyatt/6979 responded to 1330 Kelly Johnson Boulevard

207 3t 01:35 hours. Oficers noted the front door was shut but unlocked. Officers entered the apartment and
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Jocated the body of a deceased adult male on the floor of a bedroom within the apartment. A compound archery
bow was locatednear the male's body.

Your Affiant responded to the Police Operations Center (705 South Nevada Avenue) to attempt o interview Mr.
Trejo about what happened. Mr. Trejo requested a lawyer multiple times and was not interviewed by Your
Affiant.

Your Affiant contacted Lt. Pantle to get his version of events regarding his interaction with Mr. Trejo. Lt. Pantle
stated Mr. Trejo crawled over the back gate of the Falcon substation, entering the secure back parking lot which

is surroundedby a fence with clearly marked sigas reading “Authorized personnel only”. Lt. Pantle said Mr. Trejo
attempted to enter the locked back door to the substation. When he was unable to get in the door, Mr. Trejo set
off the fire alarm system at the substation by pulling the fire alarm near the back door. Lt. Pantie stated itis
normal for the fire alarm to randomly go off in that building due to the building's age, so he reset the system. Lt.
Pantle stated he then noticed Mr. Trejo smashing an ice scraper into the window near the backdoor in an
apparent attempt to break the glass and enter the building.

Lt. Pantie contacted and detainedMr. Trejo without incident. Lt. Pantle asked Mr. Trejo “what are you doing?” to
which Mr. Trejo replied he was trying to turn himself in. Lt. Pantle asked “for what?” to which Mr. Trejo replied “I
Killed my roommate.”

Your Afiant began researching prior police contacts with Mr. Trejo. On 12/16/2022, Mr. Trejo called the CSPD
communications center at 18:54 hours and stated there was a situation in the apartment which he had to get
away from, but he wouldnt give the call taker any further information. Officers responded to Mr. Trejo’s
apartment, 1330 Kelly Johnson Boulevard #307 and attempted to make contact but received no response.
Officers contacted Mr. Trejo via telephone, and noted he was very uncooperative, only stating “something”
happened at his apartment and he needed to get back there before hanging up on officers.

At 22:48 hours on 12/16/2022, Officers responded to Guthrie's Bar and Gril (1410 Kelly Johnson Boulevard) for a
check the welfare on a customer who stated he was on acid, hallucinating, and was making other customers
uncomfortable. Officers responded and contacted Mr. Trejo, who admitted to taking acid. Mr. Trejo agreed to be
transported to Memorial Central hospital via AMR ambulance for a medical evaluation for a possible acid
overdose.

Detective B. Jacobsen/4162 contacted Tasja Jimenez DOB: 10/08/1993 at 06:58 hours on 12/18/2022. Ms.
Jimenez was identified as a possible girlfriend of Mr. Trejo, Ms. Jimenez stated she moved out of 1330 Kelly
Johnson Boulevard #307, where she had been living with Mr. Trejo, on or around 12/01/2022 after a disturbance
between the two. She told Detective Jacobsen that around the same time, Mr. Trejo’s cousin, who she identified
a5 Martin Rodarte, moved into the apartment with Mr. Trejo. Detective Jacabsen fully identified this person as
Martin Federico Rodarte DOB:07/25/1985.

Your Affiant would note that patrol officers who entered Mr. Trejo’s apartment took photograph of the
deceased male on scene which was shared with Your Afiant. After viewing this photograph, viewing the driver's
license photograph on file for Mr. Rodarte, and Mr. Trejo stating the roommate that he killed was named
“Martin”, Your Alfiant believes Mr. Rodarte is the deceased male on scene.

Your Affiant believes Carlos Alberto Trejo, in violation of Colorado Revised Statutes §18-3-103(1)(z) Murder in
the Second Degree, did knowingly cause the death of Martin Federico Rodarte.
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Your Affiant would respectfully request that probable cause be found that Carlos Alberto Trejo, DOB:

06/09/1986 SSN: did, within the City of Colorado Springs, County of El Paso, State of Colorado,

commit in violation of the Colorado Revised Statutes 1973 as amended, the offense(s) of §18-3-103(1)(A),

MURDER IN THE SECOND DEGREE, CLASS TWO FELONY (F2).

Related Cases: NONE

(wi 2 SUES
Alexander Colbom $133

Employed BY: Colorado Springs Police Department ___
Position: Detective a

“This affidavit was sworn and subscribed before me this day__ 12/18/2022
CA

Magistrate / Judge: 2"
,Mag.Sherri Gryboski |


